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Abstract. The transformational properties of Conformal Geometric Algebra
[CGA] enable new graphics synthesis techniques for modelling organic forms.
The present work examines interpolations of twist and boost generators in a 5
dimensional metric, enabling hyperbolic mesh warpings and dynamic surface
formations.
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1 Introduction

Expressive, consistent and flexible, Geometric Algebras1 offer new methods for mod-
elling dynamic systems. The common references make the argument for this, start-
ing with the now classic work by the physicist David Hestenes, New Foundations
for Classical Mechanics (1986), through to the most recent text written by the cyber-
neticist Eduardo Bayro-Corrochano, Geometric Computing: For Wavelet Transforms,
Robot Vision, Learning, Control and Action (2010). Pointing to its compact and in-
tuitive morphisms, researchers are finding novel applications in computer vision[4]
and graphics [6,1], neural nets [15], DSP [23], robotics [17], particle physics [16], and
recently in metamaterials research [18]. A rigorously chiral system that provides a
coherent framework for working in various metric spaces, GA is also poised to offer
significant contributions to the field of mathematical biology.

1.1 Problem Statement and Goal of the Present Work

Research in complex structural domains such as embryology and metamaterials re-
quires advanced modelling techniques, and yet computer graphics applications based
on the highly expressive Conformal Model of Geometric Algebras have only begun to
emerge in the past decade. Few, if any, have had the chance to be fully integrated into
multimedia applications for exploration by artists or scientists. Platforms for inter-
active installations, sound and image compositions, or immersive environments do
not typically take advantage of GA. This is due to the steep learning curve of the al-
gebra itself, the difficulty of creating efficient implementations, and the precedent
in computer graphics of using tried and true linear algebras. Because of the scarcity
of platforms for multimodal expression with the GA spatial system, the synthesis of
dynamic shape for the purpose of the exploration of form alone remains largely un-
touched by the modern GA practioner. Such experimentation is critical to dialogue
and discovery.

1 A breed of Clifford Algebras.



This paper explores several formulations through transformations in Conformal
Geometric Algebra. Supporting the work discussed in this paper and accompany-
ing presentations is VERSOR, a cross-platform C++ framework that puts some of the
more exquisite features of CGA into the hands of artists, designers, and researchers.2

After discussing hyperbolic metrics, I explicate the construction of twist motors
and tangent boosts and show their effects. We will also look at affine combinations of
point pairs (also known as 0-Spheres). Finally, I demonstrate some hyperbolic mor-
phologies possible with the use of fluid-like fields of tangent vectors. This work uses
linear interpolation of bivectors discussed by L. Dorst, L. Mann, and D. Fontijne in
their textbook [6], and expands the notion of a twist lattice presented by Wareham,
Cameron, and Lasenby in [26].

2 The Conformal Model

Conformal Geometric Algebra is a 5-dimensional graded algebra based on Rieman-
nian projection of 3D Euclidean space onto a hypersphere. Introduced into the Ge-
ometric Algebra community by Hongbo Li, Alan Rockwood, and David Hestenes in
2001 [10], this mapping opens the door to a rich set of functions for describing con-
tinously deformable Möbius Transformations typically restricted to the 2D plane.
Some familiarity with geometric algebras is assumed,3 wherein an n-dimensional
vector is represented as a weighted sum of linearly independent basis blades which
span a space and the Hodge dual B! of an element B is taken by dividing out the en-
closing tangent space I . Within this algebraic framework, we will examine ratios of
bivectors or hyperplanes in 5 dimensions.

2.1 Minkowskian Signatures

Consider a metric space where one of the basis vectors squares to -1 instead of 1.
This is known as a Minkowskian space.

· e+ e"
e+ 1 0
e" 0 -1

· o #
o 0 -1
# -1 0

#= e""e+ o = .5(e"+e+) (2.1)

e+ = o " .5# e" = o + .5# (2.2)

2 Versor is an open-source graphics toolset for manipulating virtual forms and dynamic en-
vironments. For further reading on the implementation of this software please see the au-
thor’s forthcoming disseration.

3 For good introductions to to the logic of geometric, hypercomplex, and graded algebras, in-
cluding explanation of the inner, outer, and geometric products, please see the references
[6,7,10]. Very briefly: basis blades can be wedged together to form higher dimensions by
way of the antisymmetric outer product: ei $ e j ="e j $ ei = ei j or contracted together by
way of the symmetric inner product to project down to lower dimensions. They can also
be multiplied together by way of the geometric product forming multivectors of mixed di-
mensionality. Inversion, reversion, and conjugation operations proffer sign-flipping abili-
ties, which, along with anticommutivity, create a highly oriented algebra.



Fig. 1: A null basis for 2D Minkowski space can
be defined through linear combinations of e"
and e+.

One creates an alternative Minkowski metric with a "null basis" by defining two
new basis elements o and # in terms of e+ and e" such that o2and #2 both equal 0.
This new basis represents our origin and infinity.4

Rotations on the Minkowski plane (or E-plane) spanned by its basis vectors o and
# (or e+ and e" ) are not elliptical but hyperbolic. Known as Lorentz transformations,
the hyperbolic trajectories they carve out were labelled world-lines by Minkowski
since they are the virtual representation of the fundamental property of the metric
of the space.5

Fig. 2: The R1,1 metric is Minkowskian, with e2
+ = 1

and e2
" = "1 . Rotations in the Minkowski plane E =

e+$ e" are lorentzian (dotted lines). The "null cone"
(dashed lines) is the set of vectors whose directions
are invariant under the transformation.

We can add this Minkowski metric to the regular Euclidean metric and define a
5D R4,1 metric by the Minkowski Sum:

R4,1 =R3 %R1,1 (2.3)

which David Hestenes refers to as the Conformal Split. With this new basis, one
defines a parameterized point in space: we take a common 3D Euclidean vector, and
add in the two new bases o and #. Adding a normalized amount of o homogenizes
the space (o = 1), and a weighted amount of # creates a null vector. This value of #
is one-half the square of the original vector. Thus our new unique point p is:

p = o +x + 1
2

x2# (2.4)

4 In the literature on conformal geometric algebra, o and # are sometimes written as e and ē
or n and n̄, and the defining equations with the original basis are not always the same. The
end result, however, is the same: two basis blades that lie on the null cone of Minkowskian
space.

5 This is a good example of geometry as described by Klein’s Erlangen Program, wherein the
fundamental property of a space is defined by how things move through it.



with the Euclidean part written in bold as is the custom in GA texts. Choosing
such a quadratic parameterization of the value of # basis blade creates a conformal
mapping that projects or lofts our Euclidean space along the new null cone defined
in Equation 2.1and added into our space in Equation 2.3. Equation 2.4 creates a null
vector in our algebra of R4,1 such that p ·p = 0. We leave the proof of this nullification
to the references[10].

Fig. 3: The Hyperplane and the Horocycle of R2,1

This new representation of a point is different from a pure Euclidean vector. Con-
sidering 1

2 x2 a first order expansion of d x , our new point measures its relation to the
global space by including its own differential, providing a highly localized set of in-
formation. They can also be considered as dual spheres with zero radius. By adding to
or subtracting from the weight of the # basis, we can create imaginary and real dual
spheres of the from ! = p ±"# where p is the homgenous center point and "is the
radius of the sphere: by adding back in "we create imaginary spheres with a negative
squared radius. Finding this squared radius is as simple as squaring the dual sphere:
!2 = r 2.

Fig. 4: Affine combination of two normalized points cre-
ates a series of imaginary spheres, the envelope of which
resembles an egg.

3 Transformations

The Cartan-Dieudonné theorem specifies that the group of generators for orthog-
onal transformations can be composed of reflections in well-chosen planes. Simi-
larly, in GA all continuously differentiable transformation operators are generated by
bivectors, also known as weighted hyperplanes. In the 5D conformal model there are
several types of hyperplanes we can reflect in, besides the typical Euclidean planes.6

6 Euclidean bivectors create a negative term when multiplied together, marking them as
spacelike. Our 5D space also contains the Minkowski plane o $#, which squares to a pos-
itive term, as well as planes formed between the Euclidean and Null basis, v$o and v $#,



Because GA defines the product of two geometric entities, as well as their in-
version, it is possible to speak about the ratio of different planes. Such ratios are
called even versors or rotors or spinors: Dilations, Translations, Rotations, Motors
(aka Screws) and Transversions (aka Boosts) are examples of even versors, whereas
reflections and inversions are odd versors or pinors (and not continuously differen-
tiable).7 The ratio of vectors a and b can also be expressed as the exponentials of
some bivector c. Thus rotors are exponentials of bivectors, and can be written R = eB

where e is the canonical exponential (not a basis blade) and B is a bivector. Typi-
cally, the exponential form expands using simple trigonometric functions (as with
quaternions – see [6]). The rotors are sandwiched around other elements to trans-
form them: v

& = RvR"1 (sometimes written v
& = RvR̃ with the tilde representing

reversion).

Twists: Motors are generated by a spacelike bivector Dual Line l = e12 + e13 + e23 +
e1#+ e2#+ e3# (a combination of a rotation plane B = e12 + e13 + e12 and transla-
tion direction d = e1#+e2#+e3#) with l 2 < 0 and weighted bases. The six-element
bivector generators are isomorphic to the lie group SE(3) and to Plücker Coordinates.
By exponentiating8 these elements of the form eB+d we generate an eight-term Mo-
tor M = s +e12 +e13 +e23 +e1#+e2#+e3#+e123#.9

The dual line generator l consists of a euclidean bivector part B and a direction
vector d . The bivector determines the axis of rotation, and the direction vector its
moment from the origin. The angle between B! and d determines a pitch of a screw-
like motion, or twist. If B! and d are orthogonal, the dual line describes a general
rotation which is a rotation about an arbitrary line in space. Otherwise, if B! and d
are at some angle other than perpendicular, then the dual line l represents an axis of
rotation and translation. In the case that B!and d are parallel – that is, identical – the
dual line goes through the origin. Every position and oriention in Euclidean space
can be uniquely described by a corresponding generating twist from the origin.

In [25] Leo Dorst demonstrates the ability to interpolate between dual lines us-
ing cubic and quadric bezier techniques. In [26] Wareham, Cameron and Lasenby

which square to 0. These other kinds of planes enable timelike and lightlike transformations
depending upon whether they square to a positive term, or to zero, respectively.

7 This terminology of ’even’ spin and ’odd’ pin comes from Lie algebras where one speaks
of the generators of the algebra, which themselves form a lie group. The Lie-Cartan theory
states that these groups completely define the transformations they describe. Lie groups are
related to Lie algebras through an exponential mapping similar to the one used to generate
rotors in GA.

8 The algorithm for creating the exponential of a dual line, and conversely, of finding the
logarithm for a motor, are described by Dorst, Mann, and Fontijne in [6], and by Wareham,
Cameron and Lasenby in [26].

9 Clifford termed his motors biquaternions and today they are sometimes referred to as dual
quaternions. These concepts amount to the same thing: continuously differentiable general
rigid body movements. Chasles theorem provides the foundation for this: any movement in
space can be analyzed as a rotation around and translation along some axis in space. This
is commonly referred to as screw theory and is critical in robot locomotion design.



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5: Motor Constructions in Versor through exponentiation of the dual line twist
axis. (a) General Rotation with orthogonal translation and rotation components: a ·
d = 0. (b) Screw rotation with parallel translation and rotation components a ·d = 1.
(c) extrapolated Screw Rotation.

demonstrate mesh deformation using similar techniques.10 In the next section we
take these methods and apply them to a different kind of hyperplane.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6: (a) Linear (b) Quadric and (c) Cubic interpolations of motor-generating twists.

Boosts: Boosts are generated by a lightlike Tangent T = oe1 +oe2 +oe3 with T 2 = 0
and weighted bases. Boosts, also known as constant accelerations, transversors, or
special conformal transformations, can play a role in calculating relativity dynamics.
Here we will not delve into such physical matters but rather demonstrate how they
can be used to bend and morph lines into circles, and planes into spheres, and warp
meshes.

. Consider the transformations in Figure 7: the # in the equation is a convenient
representation of the curvature tensor of the equation. When # = 0 the a unit circle
remains unchanged. As # increases to 1, the unit circle becomes a line. This works in

10 In [19] Sommer, Rosenhahn, and Perwass demonstrate that the twist representation of po-
sition and orientation allows for discretizable fourier shape descriptors, and thus “unifies
geometry, kinematics, and signal theory”. In addition, we now have a simple six term de-
scription of the twist velocity of an entity, thus enabling advanced techniques navigation
and animation.



(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7: !
& = B!B̃ with ! representing a unit circle (a) at the origin on the e12 (xy)

plane and B = e#o$e1 a boost in the e1 direction. Arrows on the circles show the
orientation of the circle. The circle transforms into a line when # = 1. When # is
greater than 1, the unit circle has turned inside-out and reverses orientation.

the negative direction as well. Such compact canonical representation of the bend is
a powerful concept in warp computations.

The above depictions follow common textbook depictions of Möbius transforma-
tions. We see the final shape outlined by the transformations envelope to be that of a
cardioid.

Fig. 8: Cardioid Envelope of the Special Conformal Transfor-
mation operating on a Circle

However, we are no longer limited to the 2D plane. In the above examples, we
are using the tangent generator lies in the same plane as the circle it is operating
on. What happens if we choose a different tangent or rotate the circle to a different
plane? Figure 9 below shows the results.

Fig. 9: !
& = B!B̃ with ! representing a unit

circle (a) at the origin on the e23 (yz) plane and
B = e#o$e1 a boost in the e1 (x) direction.

Another basic form easily created by the transversions are loxodromes, which
combine the boost tangent with a translation vector.

In the exponent, we can also combine a Euclidean bivector for rotaions such that

our versor becomes e#oa+ $
2 B , or we can add the Minkowski plane E for dilations. If

we combine all these together into one bivector, the resulting exponent is a point
pair: %= B+o$a+t#+E . Also known as a 0-sphere (a sphere on a line), a point pair



Fig. 10: Various loxodromic transforma-
tions of the form e#o$a+&b$#.

is what we get by wedging together two conformally mapped points: p $q. As of this
writing, there is no algorithm published for calculating a closed form exponential
ep$q of a point pair (iterative expansion techniques do exist however) – nor, con-
versely, is there a logarithm for finding the point pair of such a versor, nor does such
a versor have a name. Though nameless, we can tell that the versor created by this
exponential must be the ratio of two point pairs which is the same as multiplying a
motor by a transversor. These compounded transformations contain 16 terms: p$q

r$s =
'+e12+e13+e23+oe1+oe2+oe3+e1#+e2#+e3#+e12E+e13E+e23E+oe123+e123#

Even without a logarithm, we can still use this powerful bivector to construct
continuous transformations by assuming we can combine them affinely as we can
with all the other bivectors. Using the same quadric interpolation techniques imple-
mented for our twist generators, we add weighted point pairs together. Considering
two points as antipodes on a sphere, their dual representation is the circle at the
equator. This dual representation is what we draw in the figures below. For more on
imaginary circles with a negative squared radius, please see the Dorst text.

Fig. 11: Dual representation (as imaginary circles) of
affine interpolation of point pairs: (1"#)p$q+#(r $
s).

Fig. 12: As the affinely combined point pairs converge and diverge, this series depicts
only imaginary (dashed) circles. Notice the soap-bubble effect as the two surfaces
fuse and separate.

We can create a warp field through interpolation of tangent vector generators
of boosts, also known as transversions. Allowing these interpolated boosts to oper-
ate on points of a mesh creates interesting dynamic mutations. By treating the field



of tangents as direction vectors an incompressible fluid, the warp fields observe the
confines of a semi-legrangian Navier-Stokes solver as presented by J. Stam in [28].
This novel “Hyper Fluid” allows the generation of bounded dynamic deformations,
including extrusions/extroversions/invaginations/intussusceptions common in on-
togeny.

Fig. 13: Using eight corner tangent vectors to parameterize the hyperbolic warping
of a 3D mesh.

4 Conclusion

CGA offers powerful methods for synthesis of organic forms. We have looked at affine
combinations of points and point pairs, and interpolations of dual lines and tangent
vectors in the 5D space of conformal geometric algebra. Placing tangent vectors in
an incompressible field, the design of a “Hyper Fluid” for mesh deformation was in-
troduced, hopefully provoking future exploration into warp pathways. Ultimately, it
is suspected that such formal explorations could inspire a range of approaches to
artistic and scientific modelling, where Geometric Algebra is still largely unused but
likely to be soon, such as interactive multimedia engineering, materials engineering
and bioengineering11.
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